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Heritage, Appleby Magna

Appleby Magna’s beginnings …
Richard Dunmore lays out the very start of the village

A

rchaeological evidence suggests human activity in the area around
Appleby Magna from the early Neolithic period, ie up to 6000 years ago.
This was when settled farming - rearing animals and cultivating crops began to replace hunter-gathering as the principal means of providing food.
Arable cultivation had its primitive beginnings as woodland was progressively
cleared, but hunter-gathering was still vital.
The picture
that emerges
from local
archaeology is
of the gradual
development of
s m a l l
settlements
from
the
Neolithic
p e r i o d
onwards. There
is
no
suggestion of a
n u c l e a r
settlement (ie
central village) until Saxon times. Rather, scattered farms or small groups of
farms with their characteristic thatched round-houses and associated buildings
were built on the gentle slopes south of the River Mease. Each group was
protected within its defences and surrounded by a system of fields as clearings
were carved out of the ancient forest.
© David White

We have kindly
been donated
another
Victorian
advertisement.
This time for a
Chapel Bazaar.

The story of the
original
Fisherman’s
Friend … Page 3

It’s AD400
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The next
History Cafe
meeting will be at
10.00 am on
November 16th
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Basil’s Bit is
on Page 2 this
month. He’s
looking at his
ancestors

3

This month’s
History
Mystery can be
found on Page 5

Life on a Roman
Farm
somewhere
near Appleby
Magna through
the eyes of a
child.

What’s in a name …
Richard Dunmore nds out

A

ppleby is mentioned three times in the

Domesday Book of 1086 with land held
by Burton Abbey (Derbyshire) and
Henry de Ferrers and Countess
Godiva (Leicestershire). The latter - the famous
Lady Godiva of Coventry - was widow of Earl
Leofric of Mercia who died in 1057. Burton
Abbey had acquired land at Appleby Magna in
the will of Wulfric Spot dated 1004.

Basil’s Bit …
Basil’s ancestors had to watch out in
Roman times …

T

he other day I was listening at the
door of a classroom in SJMF and I was
shocked by what the teacher was
saying.
The lesson was about what the
Romans ate when they were hungry.
They
had a varied diet but they did like to eat a lot
of meat.
To my amazement I found out that the
actually ate “MICE”.
Apparently the dish was a delicacy in ancient
Rome and was particularly popular as a
starter when they were served with honey
and pine nuts. Sometimes it was served with
pork mince, and baking in an oven until very
crispy. It was also served with
a smelly
sauce , a pungent fish
sauce called garum,
that was put on
everything,
i n c l u d i n g
desserts.

The place name Appleby is a combination of
Saxon and Danish elements which may well be
a modification of a wholly Saxon name such as
Appleton. As noted above, the settlement
therefore appears to date from the Saxon
period before the Danish invasions of the ninth
century.
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Another recent suggestion, by Christopher Rigg,
is that the name Appleby derives from the older
British element 'apa' (water or stream). As the
village developed in a shallow valley astride the
village brook, this is indeed plausible. He
deduces that 'the various Applebies were British
villages until the Scandinavians arrived. All
three Applebies in England grew up around
streams and are not all in places for apple
orchards'. If Appleby were indeed a British
village, its origin would of course be before the
Saxon period.

The condiment
was made by
leaving the
uneaten parts
of
a
fish
gizzards, gills,
heads, tails, fins
in a vat to
ferment for two
or three weeks. I
hope
they don’t serve that up at school lunchtime!
The dormouse had previously been fattened
in a special jar that had tiny ledges moulded
inside, so it could run around eating as much
as he wanted.
I’m so glad we don’t live in Roman times. I’m
very happy living in the Sir John Moore
Foundation even if it’s under the floorboards.

We could all use a Fisherman’s Friend …
Marina Sketchley has been researching a modern day rags to riches story…

W

e have sometimes looked at some lives of amazing British people of the past. This time, for a change,
I thought why not look at someone amazing of our own lifetime? We have all heard of the world
famous Fisherman’s Friend lozenges and this is a story of rags to riches. Doreen Lofthouse died this
year, aged 91. She was a shop girl who married into a small family business.
In 1865 James Lofthouse, a pharmacist, made a range of cures for the trawlermen in the fishing port of
Fleetwood in Lancashire. Their lives were arduous, so he made a liquid they could rub on their aching joints or
take with sugar for chest ailments. The fishermen then asked him if he could make it in solid form, as it would
be more convenient than taking bottles out to sea.
In the 1950s Doreen started work as a shop assistant at
Lofthouse’s and the then Mr Lofthouse wasn’t interested in expanding the business; he was happy carrying on
making the old family recipes for ointments and linctuses. His sons Alan and Jim worked in the pharmacy and
his daughter Florence worked in the shop.
In 1960 Doreen married the younger son, Alan, and they opened another chemist on the edge of town and lived
above the shop. Every summer Lofthouse opened a kiosk on the promenade and sold their lozenges to the
holidaymakers from the Lancashire mill towns. They often suffered from chest complaints because of their
working and living conditions, and they often asked where they could get the lozenges in their own area. Trade
was so local that Yorkshire was considered an export market! Doreen suggested to their customers they write to
their local chemists, as proof of demand, and asked them to stock Lofthouse lozenges.
Some people thought
she was mad (some people always do), but it didn’t put her off. She travelled round Lancashire in a battered
old MG and sometimes she couldn’t move on until she was paid, as she had no reserve money for fuel.
It was around this time they started selling abroad,
initially to Norway.
Strangely, unlike Lancashire
fishermen, young people abroad ate them as sweets!
The retro packaging of fishermen and trawlers became
fashionable, and by 1997 they had a turnover of more
than £25 million and produced 40 tonnes a day, selling
to 120 countries. Overseas sales accounted for 95% of
their turnover. As Doreen said, “Everyone coughs in
the same language”. Whenever a personality coughed
in public, she dispatched to them Fisherman’s Friends,
including Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan and the
Prince of Wales.
Doreen was small, fair, dressed immaculately, and was
always ‘Mrs Lofthouse’ to her employees – all of whom
she knew by name. It remained a family firm, with
only three directors, and in 1983 she won the Queen’s Award for export achievement. When she opened the
letter she said there were tears streaming down her face.
Doreen set up the Lofthouse Foundation and in 2019 they set aside £30 million to
help fund community projects.
Cupid was also installed on a roundabout
approaching the town, with his arrow pointing to their factory. Lofthouse now
produced over five billion lozenges a year. She was firstly awarded an MBE, then
in 2008 she received the OBE for her charity work – a medal she always proudly
wore when escorting visitors around their factory.

Doreen Lofthouse died in March 2021 aged 91

If wet in The Baptist Chapel …
Pauline Pettitt has discovered another stunning Victorian advert

A Roman Child’s description of life on a farm built near Appleby Magna
My family, mother, father and I, are living under
Roman rule. However, the Roman Empire is
gradually retreating back to Italy and their
occupation won't last for much longer. The Roman
Empire is not as strong as it once was, and there is
a degree of internal unrest, raids are becoming
increasingly common.
We have built a farm here in Appleby Magna It's
not big three small, timber buildings, all with a
sunken oor, and we are the only people living
here, although we sometimes travel to local towns
to trade.
On our farm we keep
cows, sheep, pigs,
chickens and a
horse and we
grow carrots,
parsnips,
turnips and
spelt wheat, a
d i s t a n t
cousin of the
wheat you
use, and
which can
be made
into bread.
Crops are
grown in four
elds. One is
always left
fallow for a year
and the animals
are left to graze, so
the soil can regain
nutrients.

Due to the damp climate here in Leicestershire,
for any crop to be successfully stored for any
amount of time, it needs to be dried out
thoroughly in an oven. So, inside one workshop
there is a small drying oven (which we also use to
cook our bread) and there is storage space. The
second workshop has a cobbled oor, called a
threshing oor, and a quern stone.
The wheat is placed on the oor, pounded and
then nely sieved until the grain is separated from
the cha -straw. The grain is then crushed using
the quern. Two plate shaped stones rotate around
a central spindle grinding the grain into our. our
is sieved again to remove most of the dirt and
the grit
My mother does most of the cooking.
All our cooking and storage pots
come from Ravenstone and
Mancetter. They are made and
nished on a wheel. The pots are
then hard- red in open-air kilns;
making them at grey colour.
Mother uses the pots made in
Mancetter to grind spices. Their
internal surfaces are lined with
grit, absolutely perfect for the
job. One of my favourite things
that she makes are honey
cakes... these are delicious!

© Cecilly Marshall

Spelt wheat is harvested in the
summer, after being sown in the autumn. It cannot
be eaten as soon as it has been harvested but
needs to. be processed so that the seeds can be
either sown again in the autumn or stored, and the
grain can either be made into bread or stored. We
use two of the timber buildings as workshops, to
process and store the crops we grow.

The straw that is left over from
processing the wheat is used to
strengthen the structure of the
workshops and our home. Our three
buildings are made from timber and cob.
Cob is made from clay, sand and straw. Water
is added and all three are mixed together by foot
to make a thick mud, the consistency of dough.
This mud is then daubed onto the timber frame of
the building. The clay acts like natural glue, the
sand ensures that it dries really hard, and the
straw makes the cob walls extremely strong and
also helps to keep us warm in the winter, as does
the sunken oor, although I wouldn't be without
my woollen blanket!

History mystery ???
This month we are following Basil’s lead and looking at a food.
But what do you think it is? One thing is for sure it’s extremely
old!
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The answer will be in our December Newsletter
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Appleby Magna … AD400

Mystery
solved
Last month’s
history mystery

John was an 18th century teacher at Sir John Moore
Foundation

L

ast month’s object
was made from a
mushroom shaped
lump of glass. This
particular example is
incomplete, and would
have once had a handle.
The rainbow shine on its
surface is sometimes
mistaken for decoration,
but is actually a result of
the glass decaying over
the centuries. This
object was buried for
some 200 to 300 years
under ground
It was a kind of
smoother for linen rather
like an early iron
known as a calender.
There is some debate as
to whether the glass
would have been heated
or not.

You may recall in an earlier
edition of the newsletter,
the History Cafe Group
were investigating the life of
one of the 18th century
teachers at Sir John Moore
Foundation, namely John
Glover.
It is thought, although not
exactly proven, that he was
the writing master at the
school from 1792 to 1794.
As well as teaching writing
John’s skills including
cartography
and
topological drawing.
To p o l o g i c a l d r a w i n g
merges into landscape
painting, under the in uence
of William Payne at around the same time. It is thought Glover had
several lessons from William
Payne. These two images
are the cover and front page
of a book that John and his
mother Ann kept at the
time he was teaching
at SJMF.
The images
come from
S u s a n
Hodson who
now lives the
other side of
the world in
Australia.

John Glover 18th century teacher and artist
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